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Introduction
Naughty European Girls is a new porn site from an adult studio in Europe that is just starting out. The
site features a good mix of nonexclusive Euro sex videos and has some excellent HD porn video feeds
available as well. The main videos are lower resolution than you might want and are not available as full
scene one click downloads. This is a site where the 3 day trial probably is a better buy than the full
month of access.

Adult Review
Sometimes you want to do more than just watch the same girls get fucked again. Take a sexual vacation to Europe and see the
action that is taking place there on a weekly basis as real amateur Euro-whores fuck and suck like dirty sluts. These girls may
not speak much English, but that also means less time wasted on interviews and more time spent with a cock in their mouths.
  
  The downside of the Naughty European Girls website is that it includes only non-exclusive videos that you might have seen
before somewhere else and the site is new so the porn movie archives are still pretty small.
  
  On the plus side, Naughty European Girls does give you access to some really great porn feeds including some HD sex
movies that can be watched online using a Flash movie browser. The feeds however can not be downloaded or saved in your
own collection.
  
  Overall this is a new site and one that may become a very good one over time, but for now it needs more movies and some
other features so it can mature into the kind of site that The Tongue would strongly recommend.

Porn Summary
Naughty European Girls is headed in the right direction but it has not reached its goal just yet. Fans of Euro hardcore may
find the simple interface and easy to browse collection fun for a while but until the site gets bigger and offers higher
definition videos it can't be the best in its category. 

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Euro Sluts You May Have Seen Before'
Quality: 63  Updates: 72 Exclusive: 60 Interface: 80
Support: 85 Unique: 68    Taste: 68        Final: 69

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Euro, Hardcore, Straight
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